ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS

SEA | REFLECT
EXPLORE | PROTECT

our programs
We use innovative, creative, and hands-on programs modeled on science inquiry to connect children with the history, art, science, conservation, culture of our oceans and maritime heritage.

Our outreach programs
Reach over 5,000 individuals all over the Island every year!

our mission
The Museum engages the community in exploring the diversity of our whaling heritage and its impacts to enrich and inform our lives.

BOOKINGS
Contact Katie Kelly, Business Manager
(631) 367-3418 x10
kkelly@cshwhalingmuseum.org

* Programs are booked on available mornings, afternoons, and evenings.
* We generally ask for:
  - an area where we can sit together as a group (clear floor space is perfect)
  - 5 separate tables on the other side of the room for activities
  - an instructor’s table.
* A nearby sink is appreciated.
* Please have your tables lined if possible.
* Available pages are helpful.
* Patrons attending programs which mention the use of food should be advised allergens may be present. Some programs which do not explicitly mention food may use some food products in demonstrations.

Are you more than 15 miles away?
Check out our simple mileage tiers at cshwhalingmuseum.org/museum-to-you, or give us a ring!

Summer 2020
Pricing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mon-Fri</th>
<th>Sat &amp; Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 program</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 of the same programs in 1 day</td>
<td>$230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FAIRY TALES, MYTHOLOGY & FANTASY FOR KIDS & TEENS
GRADES 1-5  ★ = ADAPTABLE FOR K PATRONS  

Mysteries of the Deep
Find out how the mysteries of the deep sea inspired tall tales. Learn weird facts about viperfish and goblin sharks, touch a sperm whale tooth, and sculpt a 3D diorama of the ocean's midnight zone.

Narwhal, Unicorn of the Sea ★
Explore the mysterious whale that fueled one of the greatest myths of all - the narwhal! Touch the tip of a real narwhal tusk, create a narwhal tusk necklace, and design colorful unicorn crafts to take home.

Fluke or Fiction
For years, the largest animal in the world was wrapped in many monstrous myths. Join our fun game to figure out what is myth and what is fact about whales. Touch whale bones and create a whale-inspired craft.

Tall Tales & Blue Whales
There are as many tall tales about whales as blue whales are big! Find out how orcas, dolphins, and the giant whales play many roles in worldwide cultures. Create a new myth with Whale Mad Libs and create several whale crafts inspired by diverse cultures.

Shark Bites
Put your shark knowledge to the test and see if you can tell shark myths vs. facts. Discover incredible facts about sharks, touch a shark jaw, and roll up your sleeves to excavate a real shark tooth fossil to keep!

Vikings & Unicorns
Discover how the whaling & seafaring Vikings tricked a continent into believing in unicorn legends. Touch a narwhal tusk and create Viking-inspired crafts.

Windy Tales
The people of Ancient Greece thought the winds were so powerful that they gave them names. Find out what these names were, try a windy experiment, and see how to create your own compass.

Pirate Legends ★
Sail the Seven Seas and find out about pirate tales of yore - including pirates who were women. Have fun creating at our Pirate Craft stations and design your own Jolly Roger flag to take home.

Shell Magic ★
Discover how seashells have been used for magical and meaningful uses of the years. See and explore different seashells, and design a special charm of your own using shells.

Sirens of the Sea
Uncover the myth of the mermaid! Discover how merpeople legends started. See coral, shells and other deep-sea artifacts from the museum. Design a shell-embellished necklace and other mermaid-style crafts.

Maritime Myths
Discover sailors’ special folklore, myths, and traditions inspired by life at sea. Touch tools and artifacts from the Museum’s collection and create your own ship model.

Escape the Room: Seafaring Legends!
Use artifacts the museum’s historic collection, clues from seafaring legends and lore, and teamwork to solve puzzles to one of the Whaling Museum’s many mysteries. 60 min.

Fantastical Flukes
Did you know ancient whales looked like a wolf with hooves before evolving into sea giants? Explore how mysterious whale fossils are connected to myths. Create a whale fluke necklace or keychain.

Baby Shark Stories
Do you think the Tooth Fairy visits a shark, which can lose 10,000 teeth in a lifetime? Discover the world of sharks. Find out how many rows of teeth a shark has, see a real shark jaw, and decorate a tooth fairy box for your own choppers!

Tales of the Sea
Imagine what a sailor’s life was like out at sea. Learn about the mysterious creatures they encountered. Touch tools and artifacts from the Museum’s collection. Create your own floating boat model.

Sea A Sea Monster
Learn about mythical sea monsters, from Scylla & Charybdis to Monstro the whale. Touch a whale tooth and try a whirpool experiment. Sculpt your own mysterious sea monster with clay, beads, gems and other imaginative elements.

Stories in the Stars
Many civilizations in history have used the stars to tell their stories. Learn about how constellations tell many tales and how they are connected to navigating the seas. Touch a whale tooth and navigational artifacts, and create your own telescope craft.

Beeware the Kraken
What has an eye the size of a dinner plate? The giant squid of course! Tales of giant squid terrorized mariners for centuries. Discover interesting facts of squid and one of its predators, the sperm whale. Touch a nautilus shell and a sperm whale tooth, and create a giant squid craft.

Ghost Ships
Explore some of history’s spookiest ghost ships, from the Flying Dutchman to vanished crews on the Mary Celeste. Explore historic ship artifacts from our collection and create a haunting mobile featuring the famous flying ship.